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ABSTRACT: This study explores the subtle patterns, variety, and

changes in Chinese concubinage during the seventeenth century by

focusing on cases described in Xing-shiyin-yuan zhuan, a seventeenth-

century Chinese novel, and other literary and historical sources. It

argues that the various social practices of concubinage in late Ming

China diverged from government regulations. Chinese concubinage

underwent remarkable changes by the seventeenth century in

comparison with earlier periods. Even as concubinage was widely

accepted, certain Confucian intellectuals of this period criticized the

institution.

Married women in late imperial China could generally be

put into two categories, qi and qie. A qi (wife) was a man's

major legal spouse. Besides one qi, a man might have one

or even more than a dozen qie (concubines).1 As Patricia

Ebrey asserts in her study of Song (ad 960-1279)

concubinage, concubines were recognized sexual partners

of a man, expected to bear children by him, and to have

marginal kinship status in his family. Her study convinc

ingly distinguishes concubines from wives in terms oflaw,

ritual, and social status. In Song China, she argues,

"concubines fell more to the side ofthe maids than to that

ofwives." According to Ebrey, most ofthe features ofSong

concubinage were present in later periods of Chinese

history until the eighteenth century, when the social status

of concubines was elevated as a result of a promotion of

the bondservants' status.2 There are, however, few detailed

studies of Chinese concubinage before the eighteenth

century. According Chen Guyuan, a Chinese scholar of

marital history, concubinage was actually not popular

during the Ming (ad 1368-1644) period because of the

governments rigorous rules limiting the conditions under

which concubines could be taken. It was in the Qing (ad
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1644-1911) dynasty that concubines became popular
under a laissez-faire government policy that paved the way

for the development of modern Chinese concubinage in

the nineteenth and early twentieth century.3

It is apparent, however, that the Ming governments

attempt to restrict the taking of concubines had been

crippled no later than the seventeenth century, and that

concubine taking had become a very common practice

before the consolidation of the early Qing empire. Thus,

there were important inconsistencies between government

regulations and social practices in regard to concubinage

in late Ming China. Furthermore, an examination ofsome

previously unexamined subtle patterns of Chinese

concubinage reveals remarkable variety. In the seventeenth

century, for example, concubines were already challenging

wives although bondservanthood remained a solid social

institution. The intellectual discussion of concubinage in

the seventeenth century also leads us to an understanding

of the variety within this social institution.

A major obstacle to an understanding of the diverse

characteristics of Chinese concubinage during the

seventeenth century is that the main body of historical

sources, official histories and even local gazetteers of that

time, does not provide sufficient detail. Researchers in this

field, then, have to collect historical information from

other sources. In this regard, seventeenth-century Chinese

fiction, especially Xing-shi yin-yuan zhuan {A Marriage

Story to Awaken the World) deserves careful attention.4 This

novel, of about a million Chinese characters, was written

in the late seventeenth century by a Shandong author

pseudonymously named Xizhou Sheng.5 The immense

value ofthis work for historical studies impressed even the

pioneer of the Chinese New Cultural Movement and a

leading historian, Hu Shi, as early as sixty years ago. Hu

asserted, "In terms ofhistory, this novel is a most substantial

and detailed documentation for cultural history." He

predicted that researchers ofaspects ofseventeenth-century

Chinese social customs, education, economic history (such

as grain prices, famines, and costs of purchasing official
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titles), political corruption, and social miseries, all would

need to study this work.6 Recently, literary historian Andrew

H. Plaks, described this novel as a work with "a

thoroughgoing realism that is almost cinematographic in

detail."7 Yet, historians have paid much less serious attention

to Xing-shi than literary researchers have.

In using fiction like Xing-shi to do historical research,

the scholar faces a problem of extracting valid historical

evidence from fiction. This study uses five methodological

assumptions to deal with this problem. First, it is assumed

that in seventeenth-century Chinese literature realist fiction

reflects history more directly than purely escapist fiction.

In the popularly used categories of seventeenth-century

Chinese novels, the so-called xing-shi xiao-shuo (novels to

awaken the world) are generally considered more histori

cal than yan-qing xiao-shuo (romantic stories). Secondly,

description about details of lifestyles—speech patterns,

everyday items, everyday life, and general family relations—

may be closer to reality than dramatic plots. Thirdly,

within a particular work of fiction, sections that are

peripheral to the main story may reflect historical facts
more accurately. In Xing-shi, for example, the major story

of a reincarnated shrewish wife is purposely and clearly

distorted to attract readers; however, the social milieu

described in the novel better fits other historical materials.

Andrew H. Plaks, observes that Xing-shi "distributes several

chapters which leave both narrative lines behind and

present chains ofanecdotes with only loose thematic links

to the main story."8 Based mainly on such a relatively

independent section of Xing-shi, Glen Oudbridge wrote a

magnificent study on the social organization of Taishan

pilgrimage in seventeenth-century China.9 Fourthly, the

authors comments, which appear in Xing-shi frequently,
are historical, reflecting opinions ofa contemporary author.

Finally, since fiction reflects history but can hardly be

viewed as a representation ofactual events, evidence must

be drawn from other sources to enhance analysis.

The main plot ofXing-shiha two parts. In the first part,
Chao Yuan, a son of a new middle class gentry family of
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Shandong becomes estranged from his wife, Woman Ji,

and takes an actress-prostitute, Shi Zhenge, as his

concubine. While hunting, Chao Yuan kills a fox. Woman

Ji, upset by her husband's actions and the concubines

insult to her, commits suicide. Soon afterwards, Chao

Yuan is killed by a cobbler because Chao has been carrying

on an affair with the cobblers wife. The clan of Chao,

taking advantage of the fact that the Chao family lacks a
male descendant at that moment, asks for a redistribution

of the properties of the Chao family. Fortunately, a

concubine of Chao Yuan's father soon gives birth to a
posthumous son ofthe old Chao, and the Chao household
is able to remain intact. The second part of the Xing-shi
story unfolds in Mingshui, a small town of Shandong. Di
Xichen, the reincarnated Chao Yuan, is now a shengyuan

(xiucai, the primary level degree holder in the civil service
examination system) and a son of a rich peasant and hotel

owner. Di Xichen suffers constant and serious abuse from
his wife Xue Sujie, who is the reincarnated fox killed by
Chao Yuan coming to take revenge. To escape from his
shrewish wife, Xichen marries Tong Jijie, who is the
incarnation ofChao Yuan's wife, Woman Ji, as his concubine
in Beijing. In terms of ferociousness, Jijie turns out to be
second only to Sujie. Later, when Sujie and Jijie confront
each other, they fight but eventually make concessions to

each other. The story ends with Sujie's death as a
punishment of the Buddha to the furious wives. Thus,

there are five concubines in Xing-shi whose stories are

described in detail, namely, Shen Chunying, Shi Zhenge,

Tiaogeng, Woman Long, and Tong Jijie.

The present study uses evidence provided by Xing-shi,
supplemented by Wen-ji (collections ofprivate works), Bi-
ji (private notebooks), and official histories, to examine
how concubinage as a social institution and an aspect of
culture functioned in society. These sources shed light on

the reasons or excuses men gave for taking concubines;
how and from where concubines came to their husbands'

households; the social status of these concubines and their
rights to property in their husbands' households, the respect
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they received, and their legal status; as well as attitudes of

some seventeenth-century Chinese intellectuals towards

concubinage. The major cases discussed in this paper

reflect situations in the Shandong area.

The main reason men took concubines in traditional

China was to produce male progeny. Officially, the privilege

oftaking concubines was related to a man's social class and

age. The ancient standard summarized by the late Han (ad

25-220) scholar Cai Yong was that a qingox da-fit (senior

official) could have a wife and two concubines, while shi

(ordinary officials) could have a wife and one concubine.10

Commoners were not traditionally expected to have concu

bines." The law of Ming stipulated that "A min (com

moner) can have concubines only when he is at least forty

years ofage and without a son. Offenders ofthis regulation

are subject to forty strokes."12 Cases given in Xing-shi

show, however, that in social practice, neither official

ideology nor the laws were seriously followed: major

limitations to the taking of concubines were the financial

circumstances of households and the need to maintain

family harmony.

In Xing-shi, Xue Zhen's taking ofa concubine illustrates

orthodox practice. The wife of this retired educational

official has never given birth. So when Xue is 52, he

marries Woman Long in the hope of begetting a son.

Later, Woman Long gives birth to a girl and three boys. As

would be expected, Woman Long's status in this family

falls between that of the wife and the maids.13

Other cases in the story, however, show that reality

could differ from official strictures. Chao Sixiao, a retired

semi-prefectural administrator in Xing-shi, takes a young

maid as his concubine but first tries to obtain his wife's

consent.

Old Chao said: "When I was a xiucai, I was preoccupied with

studying for a higher degree. Later, as an official, I kept

myself busy and it was even easier to kill time. But now I am

home without anything to do. I can't even spend my time in

teaching a son or grandson. I have to get a person to attend to
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me day and night. Such a person is also needed for looking

after my clothes." Madame Chao then generously agreed.14

According to Cai Yong's standard and the law ofthe Ming,

Chao Sixiao's gentry status makes him eligible to have a

concubine. Nevertheless, as he already has a married son,

he cannot use his desire for male descendants to justify

taking a concubine. Instead, he uses killing time during

retirement and obtaining better service as excuses and

manages to avoid mentioning sex when he discusses this

matter with his wife. It is likely that Chao Sixiao's story

reflects the social reality of his time.

The case of Chao Yuan, Chao Sixiao's son, is also

instructive. Chao Yuan can marry a wife only with the

financial help of his father-in-law as Chao Sixiao is an

impoverished private teacher. He therefore treats his wife

like a goddess. One year after the marriage, Chao Sixiao is

appointed county head and thus Chao Yuan finds himself

suddenly rich. This young man immediately starts to

acquire concubines. He first shou-yong (sexually takes) a

maid but gives her up only two days later. After that, Chao

Yuan takes a daughter of a military commander as his

concubine, whom he also abandons because she fails to

please him. Then Chao Yuan takes Shi Zhenge, an actress-

prostitute, as his concubine and indulges in sexual activities

with her. He rejects his wife totally." Although his father is

an official, since official positions in the Ming bureaucracy
are not hereditary, Chao Yuan is merely a commoner.

Based on the law of the Ming, a commoner under forty,
like Chao Yuan, was not eligible to take concubines. Since

the author of Xing-shi, however, did not describe Chao

Yuan's taking concubines as an extraordinary story,

apparently, the law was not in force in seventeenth-century

China and concubinage was common among rich

commoners, a point which will be discussed later.

In Xing-shi, Di Binliang, a sixty-three-year-old rich

peasant and small hotel owner with a married son, also

takes a concubine. This marriage is suggested by Madame

Tong, a capable woman of an artisan-merchant family in
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Beijing. Madame Tong advises that when Di Binliang

needs to hire a cook, it would be a better idea to buy a

woman-cook called a quan-zao (full-duty woman-cook)

than to hire a professional cook who would require a

salary. "Full- duty" here means serving as both cook and

sexual partner ofthe master, or alternatively being given to

a servant in the masters household. It is after demonstrating

excellent skills in cooking that Tiaogeng, an unattractive

eighteen-year-old girl becomes a cook-concubine of Di

Binliang.16 In this case, improving household maintenance

is the primary reason for Di Binliang s taking Tiaogeng. It

seems, then, that it may not have been uncommon in

seventeenth-century China to combine sexual and

utilitarian considerations in rationalizing the acquisition

of concubines.

Men may also have taken concubines to satisfy a desire

for intimate relations with awoman after their relationship

with their wives had broken down but, for one reason or

another, their marriages could not be formally ended. Di

Xichen, the son ofDi Binliang in Xing-shi, suffers physical

humiliation from his wife. When he goes to Beijing to

study, he is attracted by the amiable character ofa Beijing

girl, namely Jijie, and he marries her. Since Di Xichen has

decided to establish a new family, the familial position of

Jijie is higher than that ofconcubines previously discussed.

An informal title is available forJijie: liang-tou-da (another

mistress separated from the first wife). Jijie acts as if she

were the true mistress in this new household.17 A similar

case is described in a story told by Xue Zhen when he is

giving his daughter advice on the eve of her wedding.18

Liang-tou-da as actual secondary wives appear in other

works ofthe seventeenth century, for example, in Cu hu-lu

written by Fuci Jiaozhu, and in Ling Mengchu's short

stories.19 These examples from different sources indicate

that the liang-tou-da status could reflect an oral promise or

a practical personal treatment that evaded the restrictions

ofthe one-legal-wife policy ofseventeenth-century China.

Xing-shi shows that concubines in seventeenth-century

China were procured as they had been in the past, from
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the ranks of maids and prostitutes, and from ordinary

families. Maids, the most convenient source ofconcubines,

either could be purchased in the market or could be the

daughters of ones household servants. Because female

bondservants could be sexually used by their masters

without giving them any formal titles, to Chunying, a

maid in Xing-shi, becoming a formal concubine meant a

promotion in terms of family status. In this case, taking

concubines would seemingly cost the masters little. To get

prostitutes as concubines, the masters needed to pay to the

owners of the prostitutes the body price, which ranged

widely. Prostitutes could obtain liang(Rne) status through

marriage. Girls from ordinary families might be interested

in becoming a rich man's concubine to enhance their

material security.20 In such cases, there were usually

negotiations concerning the position of the concubine in

her future husband's family before the marriage.

Concubinage was thus a far more commercial social

institution than formal marriage. The expenditures made

for taking concubines, including market prices, a betrothal

gift if any, and expense for the wedding ceremony were

important aspects of concubinage. While conventional

historical sources provide us with little information in this

regard, Xing-shi provides a more complete picture.

The monetary value ofconcubines largely depended on

their background. In Xing-shi, Jijie, a virgin from a fine

family, marries Di Xichen. Madame Tong, Jijies realistic

and considerate mother, does not want to profit financially

from marrying her daughter off. She takes only twenty

taels of silver from Di Xichen as a betrothal gift, although

Di Xichen would have been glad to have given her more.

Following Madame Tongs instructions, Di Xichen also

has some good jewellery and new clothes made for jijie.

The wedding ceremony is a simple one, yet reasonably

formal.21

Zhenge is the most expensive concubine in Xing-shi.

The price paid to the old master ofthis actress-prostitute is

eight-hundred taels ofsilver, an astonishing price for Chao

Yuan to pay. The training expenses for this actress and her
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key position in that performing group are all factors which

make her price that high. Furthermore, since Chao Yuan's

wife, Woman Ji, cannot get along with the newcomer,

another house, instead of a room, is arranged for Zhenge;

some servants and maids are bought accordingly. New

clothes and jewellery for this favourite concubine are also

mentioned.22 A tenant woman in one of Chaos farm

houses, asks, "What kind of a person can cost so much?

With eight-hundred taels ofsilver, you could have made a

person out of solid, sterling silver!"23

In contrast, Chunying costs little. Chaos family buys

this girl when she is eleven years old for only five taels of

silver. When she marries her master, her parents are given

twelve taels of silver as an additional betrothal gift. There

is no wedding ceremony or official registration necessary

for such an event. In addition to the new clothes and some

personal ornaments, a furnished personal room is all that

is considered necessary for this humble bride.24

The negotiation process for the purchase of Tiaogeng

provide remarkable insight into the Beijing concubine

market in the seventeenth century. During the negotiations,

the brokers begin by asking for thirty taels, the top price

on the market, and then reduce their price to twenty-seven

taels. Madame Tong argues that while Tiaogeng can be

considered an excellent cook, she is neither good looking,

nor a virgin.25 Furthermore, according to Madame Tong,

an unattractive cooking girl who could make everyday

meals but not a family banquet, is usually sold for ten to

thirteen taels in the Beijing market, whether or not she is

going to be a concubine. She consequently strikes the deal

at twenty-four taels. Another tael covers the fees for two

marriage brokers. The gifts given to Tiaogeng when she is

bought in Beijing are merely some new clothes, a suit of

second hand pu-chen (things to put on the bed, usually a

mattress, a comforter, and a pillow), a pair of black silver

earrings, and four black silver rings." Back home in

Shandong, a room, a set of new pu-chen, a new silk coat

and a pair of trousers, and a new red jacket are all the

arrangements made for her. No wedding is arranged.27 For
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purposes of comparison, the following chart shows the

prices of other merchandise mentioned in Xing-shi.16

Chart 1: Cost of Merchandise Mentioned in Xing-shi

merchandise cost in taels of silver source

a suit of official gown 16-17 p. 298-9

a pair of good shoes 0.7 p. 7

one bench fiir of marten 36 p. 7

one dan of millet 5 p. 259

one dan of good rice 2 p. 540

The late Ming scholars, Shen Defu and Zhang Dai, also

mention the concubine markets in Beijing and Yangzhou.

According to Zhang Dai, many families in Yangzhou

prepared young girls to be concubines. Those girls were

named shou-ma (lean horses). Hundreds ofbrokers made a

living in this "lean horse" business.29

Generally speaking, concubines in the Ming and Qing

periods continued to be subject to their husbands and the

main wives' domination as they were in the Song period.

In Da Ming lu (The Law of the Great Ming), concubine

and husband were addressed as "concubine and her master,"

while wife and husband were addressed as "wife and her

husband." The mourning obligations of wives and

concubines upon the death of their husbands were the

same. Concubines, however, were required to mourn for

wives while wives were not obligated to mourn for

concubines.30

Ming criminal law suggests that the status of concu

bines was higher than in the previous Song Dynasty. In the

official legal documents ofthe Ming, wife and concubine

were usually listed together like "qi-qie" (wife and

concubine), and though subject to the same laws, the

penalty for the same offense might differ. For example, the

punishments for a wife or concubine who deliberately

murdered her husband, beat her husband to death, or

verbally abused a parent or grandparent of her husband

were all the same. Ifa concubine beat a wife resulting in an
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incurable injury, she would meet the death sentence; in

the reverse instance, a wife would not face the death

penalty.31

The way people addressed each other in Xing-shi, reflects

the subordinate status of concubines in Shandong in the

seventeenth century. Because human purchase was usually

made in the name of adoption, servants in the Shandong

area usually called their master die (father), and their

mistress niang (mother). Concubines usually came into

their husbands' household in the same way. They, therefore,

were expected to address other people in the household as

the servants did. Although this manner of speech mainly

functioned to distinguish social status rather than

generational order, concubines were still supposed to treat

their husband and the first wife like their parents—with

filial piety.

In Xing-shi, Jijie is the only concubine who does not call

her husband "father." This may be because she holds a

marginal status (liang-tou-da), she is from Beijing, and she

never lives in the Shandong area, even after marriage.

When Jijie confronts the first wife ofDi Xichen in Sichuan,

she physically fights with the wife and then reaches an oral

agreement with the wife that the concubine will address

the wife asjie (elder sister).32

The servants ofthe Di, Chao, andXue families call the

first wives of the masters niang, while they call the

concubines of the masters jtf (aunt). Concubine Tiaogeng

calls her husband's son Di Xichen shu (uncle), which is

exactly the same way the servants address Di Xichen.

Interestingly, the children of concubines do not call their

biological mothers niang, but rather jie\ The son of
concubine Chunying calls her Shenjie (Sister Shen, Shen

being her maiden surname); he uses the term "mother" for

his father's legal wife.33 Chart 2 shows how people in the

left column address people who are listed in the top row.34
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Chart 2: Modes ofAddress Based on Kinship and Status

master or

relation to

the master

master

wife

son

daughter

concubine

servants and

maids

master

n.a.

>

father

father

lather

father

wife

>

n.a.

mother

mother

mother

mother

son

name

name

brother

brother

uncle

uncle

daughter

name

name

sister

sister

aunt

aunt

concubine

name

name

sister

sister

sister

aunt

servant

and

maids

name

name

name

name

name

name

It is highly probable that the different modes ofaddress

evident in Xing-shireflect the actual social status and social

relations among the speakers in the Shandong area in the

seventeenth century. These patterns indicate that the status

of a concubine was slightly higher than that of servants

and maids, but slightly lower than the children of the

master.

To help ascertain the status of a concubine in her

master's household, the scholar might also wish to consider

the value of her dowry. Watson and Ebrey find the dowry

crucial for understanding traditional Chinese marriages.35

It is, however, much less important in understanding

concubinage than marriage in seventeenth-century China.

This is because most concubines were not aaually married

but were purchased from their former owners or parents,

who were looking for financial reward. Under these circum

stances, there was very little dowry available for these

impoverished girls; furthermore, they had few assets of

their own. Exceptions may be found among concubines

who had been widows or prostitutes, since they might

have saved up private property before becoming concubines.

Among the concubines in the story ofXing-shi, only Jijie,

who comes from an ordinary family and obtained a Hang-
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tou-da status, comes with a dowry. Xing-shi suggests that

the position of a concubine in her master's household

mainly depended on her character, her origin, appearance,

performance as her husband's sexual partner, ability and

effect in child bearing and household work, her children's

position in the household, and her personal relationships

with other members in that household.

In Xing-shi, Chunyings case suggests that a concubine

might be promoted to be a mistress because of her

contribution to the family, despite her humble origins.

This concubine is taken under the careful protection of

the legal wife because she produces a son for the Chao

family soon after the only two males have died. Chunyings

son secures the property and continuity of the Chao

family. Moreover, Chunying chooses to stay as a widow in

the Chao family and rejects her parents' suggestion to

remarry. In her later years, Chunying is addressed as er-

nai-nai (the second mistress).36 Historical records contain

similar cases. Qian Qianyi, a Minister of Rites in late

Ming China, once drafted an edict for the emperor which

granted an official's biological mother, a concubine, an

honourable title, namely, An-ren. Previously, this was a

title reserved exclusively for the legal wives ofoutstanding

officials. In the edict, Qian justified this unusual promotion

ofconcubines by claiming that for the first time in history

the first emperor of the Ming dynasty had decreed that

sons should mourn their biological mothers, even if they

were concubines.37 This practice and die storyofChunying

together indicate the possibility ofconcubines being treated

like legal wives, both institutionally and in practice.

Other examples from the story also suggest how a

concubines status depended on various factors apart from

the dowery. Concubine Zhenge, the most expensive

concubine in Xing-shi, is not much respeaed by other

members of the Chao family, not only because she has

been a prostitute, but also because she squeezes out the

legal wife, leading to the death of the wife and a time-

consuming lawsuit. Moreover, the mother ofher husband-

master dislikes Zhenges licentious character.38
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Woman Long's misfortune seemingly comes when she

speaks out in favour ofher daughter Sujie. For example, in

one incident, Sujie physically abuses her husband and

verbally offends her mother-in-law and Xue Zhen himself,

he then retaliates by beating up Woman Long.39 Later,

when the old-fashioned education officer, who believes

that young women should avoid appearing in public,
criticizes Sujie for attending a temple fastival, Woman

Long defends her daughter.40 Although Madame Xue

never beats Woman Long, neither does she respect her.

When woman Long wants to go to the Di house to visit

Sujie, who is ill, Madame Xue says "A concubine to visit

the in-law's home? Ifyou don't care about being unwelcome,

you go. I would not stop you." Woman Long complains in

a low voice: "Why? Do the wives have horns on their heads

and scales on their bodies? Concubines have exaaly the

same genitals as wives do. Why always say concubines this

and concubines that ... ."41 In the end, she dares not go.

Even Woman Long's two elder sons give more respect to

Madam Xue than they do to their own mother. Many

times, they firmly reject Woman Long's instructions.42

Woman Long's humiliation ends only after the death of

Xue Zhen and Madame Xue. This story suggests that
concubines should not visit their in-laws (at least not

alone). Her story more broadly hints at the abuse concu
bines might face ifthey did not observe unwritten conven

tions that assigned them a passive role in the household.

Concubines might be treated well ifthey behaved exaaly

as expeaed. Tiaogeng is such a case in Xing-shi. She knows
that her position as a cook-concubine requires her to work

very hard without complaining or making unseemly

demands. She also gives birth to a son for the Di family.

When her husband-master Di Binliang dies, she shares a

good part of the property from the Di family in the name

of her son, although some contradiaions occur. Because
of the property settlement, Tiaogeng remains the widow
of her husband for the rest of her life.

The marginal status of liang-tou-da formed a challenge

to the traditional wife domination of concubines in
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seventeenth-century China. In Xing-sbi, Jijie as a liang-tou-

da, enjoys a wife's life. Corroberating this is the case of a

local official in the late Ming period who dealt with a

concubine whose status was similar to that of a liang-tou-

da. In that case, a man who already had a wife, took a

widow as his concubine in the hope ofhaving a son by her.

He called her wai-fii (outside wife). She was his sexual

partnership for ten years, until his death. What is ofnote is

that this woman never considered moving into the man's

principal household to live alongside the legal wife.

Furthermore, when the husband died, the legal wife and

the wai-ju sued one other.43 Researchers into late Ming

government records have found no legal recognition of

this sort ofmarginal status. This example, therefore, suggests

that social practice in late Ming concubinagewas at variance

with government regulations. This practice might have led

to an institutional change in the eighteenth century, when

the Qinggovernment allowed men to be appointed heir to

their uncles as well as to their fathers. Such men then

could marry two women in the names of the two family

branches. One woman was recognized as the legal wife;

another woman married to the same man might be named

ping-qi (equal wife). Historian Chen Guyuan suggests that

ping-qi was also named liang-tou-da.^ The position of a

liang-tou-da was virtually closer to a wife than to a

concubine.

Even an ordinary concubine might challenge the wife's

position of dominance. In Xing-sbi, concubine Zhenge

successfully squeezes out the legal wife, relying on the

husband's fondness of her. A similar case is mentioned in

an early Qing notebook. Military man, Li, joined the

Qing expedition to Fujian area in 1673. When he came

back to Beijing, he married a concubine. "Believing that

the concubine might not like to see his wife, Li rejected his

wife and divorced her." This wife then had to spend the

rest of her life like a widow.45 Based on the law of Qing

China, in fact, Li needed a better reason to divorce his

legal wife. Nevertheless, neither the wife nor her son even

thought about resolving this family problem by taking the
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case to court. The point is that a concubine could aaually

replace the position ofa wife by having the support of her

husband. It might have been common practice to treat

concubines like wives in seventeenth-century China. A

concerned thinker of that time, Tang Zhen (ad 1630-

1704), once wrote, "To treat a concubine like a wife leads

to serious danger; to love the beauty of a concubine then

listen to her is a smaller danger."46 These kinds of chal

lenges all required the husbands' support.

Scholars who investigate seventeenth-century Chinese

concubinage are confronted by social diversity, and it is

difficult to determine the philosophical, religious, or

cultural mentalities underlying these activities. In fact, this

social diversity is paralled in the intellectual reflections of

the time on concubinage.

On the one hand, concubinage had been equally

common among the intellectual gentry as it was among

middle class families, a situation well described in Xing-shi

and contemporary records. FengQizhen, who lived in the

late Ming period, was said to have had many concubines.47

When a former county head, who was an uncle of the

well-known writer Zhang Oai, was dying, concubines

who surrounded his bed were described as many as

"woods."48 Gu Yanwu (ad 1613-1682), one of the best-

known Confucian scholars and dissidents in the Qing,

had at least three concubines during his life.49

On the other hand, intellectuals were not positively

inclined towards concubinage. Seemingly, at a deeper level

of traditional thinking, concubinage still implied an

imperfection of married life. An early Qing scholar Chu

Renhuo, recounted the royal wedding of Emperor Wanli

(ad 1573-1619) of the Ming dynasty. Presiding over the

royal ceremony, "following the tradition," was a couple

who had children but who had previously never been

married to anyone else and who never had a concubine.50

Niu Xiu, anodier early Qing scholar gave another example.

A talented student named Hang Yunmen from Henan

province was engaged to a girl who later became blind. His

future father-in-law therefore sent a concubine with the
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bride to him as compensation. Han rejected the concubine

and said: "I would rather not see that concubine, so that

my wife and I can enjoy our happiness." For this reason,

people who knew Han appraised him as an honest and

sincere person.51 Chu Renhuo also recorded a poem entitled

"Mai-qie xing" (On Concubine Purchase), in which the

author criticized those new jinshi (presented scholars, the

highest degree holders in Civil Service Examinations) for

taking concubines and forgetting their poorly dressed

wives at home who were sewing winter clothes for their

husbands.52 Gu Yanwu's thoughts on his own concubine-

taking and his advice to friends are even more noteworthy.

In around 1674, Gu Yanwu wrote to his close friend,

Wang Hongzhuan, to advise him not to take a concubine.

Gu began by quoting the pronouncement ofWestern Han

Confucian scholar, Dong Zhongshu (bc 197-104), that

gentlemen should not indulge in sex. A period of absti

nence for ten days was suggested for a young and strong

man, twenty days for a middle-aged man, and forty days

for an early senior. Gu wrote that when he was fifty-nine,

he had not had a son yet. Then, he "bought" a concubine.

A year or so later, he started to suffer from many diseases,

which he attributed to having a concubine. He then

adopted his nephew to be his heir and married off the

concubine. To make his argument more convincing, Gu

gave another example in the same letter: YangZichang, his

lifelong friend, "bought" two concubines when he was

over sixty. In three to five years, the already weak-visioned

Yang lost his vision completely and furthermore, the boy

produced by one ofYang's concubines died at an early age.

According to Gu, as for those who already had sons,

grandsons, and even great grandsons but took concubines,

such men were courting disaster. He then warned Wang

Hongzhuan not to take concubines since Wang was fifty-

nine years old, had a vision problem, and already had great

grandsons.53

According to Gu Yanwu, for reasons ofhealth, Confucian
doctrines discouraged the taking of concubines, even for

older men who lacked male heirs. The author oiXing-shi,
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Xizhou Sheng, concurs with Gu Yanwu in this regard. He

describes Chao Sixiaos taking oFChunying as an "excess

ive idea," for which he pays with his life fifty days later.54

Cu hu-lu, a late Ming novel, presents a very different

attitude to that oF Gu Yanwu. This book portrays

concubinage as absolutely necessary For husbands who

wanted male progeny, and as beneficial to wives as well.

Cheng Gui, a sixty-Four year old male character in this

novel enjoys satisfactory intercourse with his concubine

without ill effects.55

Concubinage in seventeenth-century China was similar

to concubinage in earlier periods. Nevertheless, there was

considerable variety in concubinage. Although the law of

Ming China restricted the conditions for taking concu

bines, concubines were common in wealthy families. Also,

contrary to the law forbidding the sale and purchase of

human beings, there were thriving concubine markets in

both north and southeast China. When state policies and

ideology were too weak to regulate social activities in this

regard, men usually needed to provide reasonable excuses

to their wives For taking concubines if they were to avoid

serious family conflicts, especially between wives and

concubines. The desire to have male progeny was considered

an acceptable reason for acquiring concubines, but other

excuses included household maintenance, personal service,

or sexual pleasure.

Concubines could be maids who had grown up in the

same household, prostitutes, girls for sale on human markets

(including those specially trained with particular skills to

be concubines), and daughters of ordinary families who

wanted to marry into wealthy families. The majority of

concubines were bought by their husband-masters,

although some did undergo semi-standard marriage

procedures. The commodity value of a candidate as

concubine was estimated against her original social status,

comeliness, fertility, virginity, skill as entertainer, training

in housework, and personal virtue. According to these

factors, the market prices of ordinary concubines usually

ranged from about ten taels to thirty taels. Under some
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extraordinary circumstances, the price of a concubine

could reach to several hundred taels of silver or more.

The common status ofconcubines was usually higher or

close to that ofmaids; according to criminal law, concubines

were considered to be almost on a par with or slightly

below that of wives. The actual position of a particular

concubine within a household also depended upon her

contribution to the family; her relationship with her

husband, the legal wife, and other family members. The

children of a concubine considered the legal wife as their

mother, but accorded their biological mothers less respect.

Physical and verbal abuse of concubines was common.

Quan-zao and liang-tou-da are two variants found in

seventeenth-century Chinese concubinage. The existence

of quan-zao concubinage awaits further study. Evidence

suggests, however, that a man might take a concubine

mainly for household maintenance, rather than for child

bearing or sexual pleasure. This possibility also suggests

that bondservants and concubines might have been more

closely linked during that period. The confirmed existence

of liang-tou-da, on the other hand, sheds light on the

ability of concubines to challenge the positions of legal

wives. Concubines might virtually replace legal wives in

everyday life with their husbands' support. The late Ming

government started to recognize the improved status of

concubines by granting the concubine mothers of

distinguished officials honourable titles. With some

exceptions, however, the leading Confucian ideology during

seventeenth-century China did not generally approve of

concubinage.
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